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FOOD TRAPS
D I S S O L V I N G  B E L I E F S Y S T E M S

BMI



We have been lied to for many millenias and
especially around food there are many

beLIEfsystems, which means false
assumptions, false information that is being
accepted by the collective because for so
long we got repeatedly told the same  so

everyone beLIEfs the same. 
 

Today we want to look into the most common
beLIEfsystems and food traps, so we can

transform and make divine food decisions. 



Next to sleep FOOD is the biggest way,
humanity is taking energy. it can be an over

eating, which most tent to, or an under
nurishing, which is a reflection of lack of

selflove. unconscious eating, is HOW we take
energy - not BEing present with your food. 

 
for example BEing in a thought loop of worry
to get fat, or eating to much sugar, or to late

etc. is taking away the joy 



LOVE IS SIMPLE
when we eat we can simply PRAY over our
food, ask for it to be transmuted into the

highest vibrational organic state, nurishing
our vessel with all energy for Being in the

highest service to love. 
 

If any lower thoughts around food or of any 
 type come up, CUT CORDS. and come back
to your prayer, the vibration of GRATITUDE 



BIG beLIEfsystems are for examples the labels
"gluten free" and "lactose free"

both is cabal made in the first place. wheat
got genetically so modified and heavily

treated with pastiches that THIS process of
human control made it toxic for us. similiar
with the milk, such modified and pestified
treaten corn fed to cows reaches milk and

has the same effect. 
whole pure organic milk and wheat are not

toxic for us. what god gives is pure.
 

Now knowing tho we CAN transmute energies,
we CAN transform the label of gluten or

lactose intolerant and the individual energy
connected to that (which is usually resistance)  



Two other BIG beLIEfsystems humanity is
stuck in is vegetarian or vegan. underlaying

energy is usually guilt. 
 

We have to innerstand that what ever is
happening, upon this planet, is flowing

according to the divine plan.
ANIMALS have contracts, that do include them

giving up their vessel for the support of the
ascension mission in surrender to

unconditional LOVE. thats how deep LOVE can
go. and thus can be reflected in the level of

gratitude we hold towards them. 
 

at least once a week red meat, is essential for
the brain healing through out this process. 



Honor the prayer of gratitude and the high vibration of joy
while eating and don't allow worry, unworthiness or any

other lower thought loop come in.
To bring in healing rainbow energies into your food, you can

go with the chakra colors of each day!
Find food for these days and vibrations:

 
 

Monday - red - root chakra
Tuesday - orange - sacral chakra
Wednesday - yellow - solar plexus

Thursday - green/pink - heart chakra
Friday - blue - throat chakra 

Saturday - purple - third eye chakra
Sunday - white / violet - crown chakra



 &  F O O D  !



                                                                  
         Giving Thanks, and holding the feeling of         

appreciation when you see the divine good 
or quality is a very powerful creative energy,

because it is a declaration of love.   
 

 When we focus on the wonderful job food does in serving us, we
further raise the vibration these foods resonate at. 

When we use it with food, we have the ability to change the quality
of the food and drink we take into our body.

When you love something you serve it well, and in the case of food,
when you send it love and gratitude, you best serve the food too.  

You are in agreement with food to enable 
it to complete its role of service to you, in

delivering nutrients and energy, and in return,
because of the karmic affect of 

giving out gratitude and love, it is 
returned to you by the food 

resonating at its highest vibration. 



Activity 2 
 

Blessing your food and drink.
 Thank for all the food and drink

that you consume to resonate 
at just the right frequency 

to best serve you 
 

When you actually eat or drink
anything, create a little saying to
bless it, perhaps "Thank you for

this precious food /drink" and take
a second to pause and feel that

gratitude before focusing on the
intake of it. 
ENJOY IT!

 

 
Activity 1 

 
Choosing high 

vibrational foods. 
Different foods vibrate at
different levels naturally. 

 It is always best to chose  the
highest vibrating foods like
fruit, vegetables and natural

products, rather 
than convenience foods.  

 
Quiet your mind and thank
for being shown what food
and drink would be best for

you at this time. You may see
colours, get tastes, smells or
see the food or drink itself. 

 
What ideas do you get? 

 
 



 
Activity 3 

 
One of the most beautiful things you can do is connect with others 

in gratitude at mealtimes. As gratitude brings you more to be 
grateful for, and connecting with others amplifies everything, combining

both at the beginning, middle and end of the days is a wonderful
opportunity to make a sacred space for all involved.   

 
Take a moment to bless the food, its source and the preparers, 

set your intent to enjoy the food and company immensely and hold a few
moments to appreciate the good it will do your body and mind.  

 
Keep a journal for 1 month about the special moments that come about

from holding sacred mealtimes together.  Can everyone state some thing
they are grateful for since the last gathering?  It can unite families in the
best of ways and even helps you when you may be away from those you

love, because you will always be able to recall on happy memories! 













Coconut Oil Magic
Coconut Oil contains many beneficial

properties, including; Medium fatty acids
that are easily digested and rapidly absorbed,

making it a great source of energy. Because
coconut oil is so high in fat, it is a grand

substitution for butter but because of its
high content of fat, it is recommended to
reduce the amount of coconut oil used by

25% 
 



Coconut oil can help reduce
swelling and inflammation due

to its Anti-Inflammatory
properties and also prevent the

formation of cancerous cells.

 

Coconut oil has Anti-Microbial
properties, which means that it is

capable of destroying or preventing
the growth of microorganisms

(Bacteria). It is also an Anti-Oxidant
that counteracts unstable

molecules. 



Another beneficial property of coconut
oil is that it can balance out high blood

sugar and also improve the health of
your liver. Cooking with coconut oil can

have many positive affects on your
overall health. 

Coconut oil is a multipurpose
oil that can be used in many

different ways. You can use it
for food, hair and for your

skin.



When using coconut oil it is suggested to
store it in smaller sections for individual

use. Coconut oil stays hard at room
temperature and is usually stored in large

containers when purchased. 

Coconut oil is easily melted . Something
fun you can do, with the help of a parent

or guardian, is place a spoon full of
coconut oil in your hand and watch it

melt. How does it feel? Have fun with it,
squish it around in your hands, rub it
into your skin. enjoy the coconut oil

magic.



Activity
Creating fun shapes with Coconut Oil

Melt down all the coconut oil 1.

2. Choose which ice tray
shape you would like to

use

3. Pour melted oil into
tray

4. Place tray in the fridge to harden

Use as needed 



Did you know a lot
of flowers are

edible? 

You have likely seen some edible
flowers in the wild, or grown as

decorations!  



Dandelion is an  edible wild flower.  Many people call it a
weed.  Chicory is too!  It may look like a dandelion plant

before it flowers.  It grows in the wild.



Roses

Rose flowers are
edible.   Sunflower

petals are too!  
They can grow in the wild but people

plant them in yards and parks.

Sunflower



Why use edible
flowers?

They have nutritional value.

They can provide new or differnet
flavors and smells to meals.

They can be used as a garnish, or
artistic touch.  Many professional chefs

place value on food presentation.



Here are more examples of edible
flowers.

Carnations. 
 They look

similar to roses.

Chrysanthemums.
Many people call

them "mums".

Pansy.  People
grow pansies of
lots of colors! 



 

Pick 3 edible flowers and
draw pictures. Remember to

try to look for them while
outside. Many grow by roads

and can be seen from cars
too! If most plants are not in
flower this season, tape your
pictures to a refrigerator or
other area as a reminder to
check if you those flower.

 

Activity 1



Draw or paint a meal
you like, but this time

add flowers to it.
They can be edible

flowers in the
pictures. Let your

intuition guide you. 
 

Activity 2



Safety First
Do not eat edible flowers

unless an adult says it is ok.

Don't eat flowers that may
have been sprayed by lawn

chemicles or by roadsides, as
they may absorb fuel exhaust

chemicles.
Flowers must be properly

idnetified to ensure it is the
right flower .



ROOT CHAKRA

GROUNDEDNESS

CONNECTION BETWEEN THE RIGHT
& LEFT BRAIN



The Root Chakra is our first chakra
point that connects us to the Earth &
keep us centered within our body. 

 
The Root Chakra can become

unbalanced or unstable when our
bodies are overwhelmed with energy. 

 
Meat helps keep the Root Chakra stable
so we feel safe, centered, & grounded.



Grounding means we are grounded to
the Earth, through our physcial vessel. 

 
Ungrounded is when we feel dizzy, light
headed, scattered, or anxious. This can

happen from a lack of connection to
Mother Earth. 

 
Meat, especially red meat, helps our

energy ground into our vessel and we
feel strong and comfortable.



Our left and right brains have a gap
between them, creating difficulty in

using our FULL brain potential. 
 

The vitamins and enzymes in Red Meat,
help our left and right brain connect

and talk to eachother more easily so we
have more brain power! 

 
This is our key to raising our frequency

and becoming divinely intelligent.



Animals are here on Earth by contract to
assist humanity through their

unconditional love. They provide
themselves as a food source to assist us

in our journey of growth. 
 

Whenever we eat meat, it is important
that we thank the animals that provided

this to us, and we are in gratitude for
them. 

 
Thank you animals for your service!



When we are preparing meat for a meal,
it is important that we bless the meat as

we prepare it. 
 

Lower energies have been put upon the
animals so that humans will ingest this

lower energy. 
 

When we bless the meat, thank the
animals, & pray for all lower frequencies

to be removed from the meat, we
transform it into light!



Choose a meat you would like to help
prepare for a family meal! Red meat is

suggested. 
 

Start out by placing your hands over the
meat, thanking the animal that provided

this meat, & showing gratitude for the
meal. 

 
Next, ask and pray for all lower

frequencies to be removed from the
meat & for it to be transformed into

pure rainbow light energy. 



Next, feel into what type of meal you
would like to create! It could be meat &

vegetables, pasta, salad, etc. 
 

Take all your ingredients out that you
will need, and bless each one of them!

 
As you are cooking and preparing the
meal, focus on your gratitude for the

animals & Mother Earth for providing all
of this abundance. 

 
Share this meal with your family & feel

the love from the food!



Herbs
and
Spices

Spices have been contributed to humankind through the ages.

Spices have impacted preserving food; enhancing foods to

celebrate holidays and honor ancestors with family traditional

flavors. Spices motivated  exploration of the “ new” world as

the story goes; spices  are valuable. Phrases like: Salt of the

Earth and Worth his weight in salt  give some indication of how

valuable salt, a spice is in its own right.

SALT is available in so many forms; raked sea salt, Himalayan

Pink salt, Celtic Gray Salt as well as table  salt with iodine .

Some  styles  of salt bring different minerals adding  nutrition as

well as  elevating taste of meals prepared . Cumin is a smoky

spice that adds heat and rounds out the flavors of chili powder

when cooking meat.

PEPPER also has many forms; Black

Pepper, White Pepper and Red (

cayenne) Pepper. The properties /

taste with each  type of pepper

provides a pungent heat to  food.

This spice can  be  added to during

cooking and / or finishing off the

entrée when  presenting the meal.

Garlic and ginger  are unsung

hero’s  when you think of spices as

they are warming to the body and

limits mucus formation according

to  multiple healing sources.



Herbs

Herbs are non woody plants that grow bi annually or are perennials

Herbs can and should be grown in containers

Because herbs like mint, oregano and lavender all grow

quickly and self propitiate, unless you want your entire

garden to be dominated by one of these plants you must

contain there roots above or below the ground.

Herbs support a well stocked kitchen

Basil, oregano, thyme, rosemary, chives, tarragon all grow

well during the warm months of the year. Because the

weather becomes quite cold here the containers the

strawberries ( also an herb) remain viable when the

containers are brought into the detached garage…

eliminating a hard freeze most years. You can add chlorophyll to your diet with a quick snip of

fresh herbs to add to sandwiches, soups and salads.

Spices and Herbs can be good items to trade and
share there are many websites that discuss
propagation with and without a greenhouse.
Growing your own plants is not only economical
but fun, try a co-op approach, trade and
exchange your plants to have a year round
supply of spices and herbs. Consider a window
box of basil, rosemary and mint to be grown
inside for fresh flavor to be added to meals and
beverages in a creative manner.



Arrange the herb stalks into a bundle, pressing them together tightly
and twisting slightly if desired. Use a cotton or natural fiber twine or
thread, such as embroidery thread, and tie the end of the thread
tightly around the base of the bundle. Make sure there’s an inch long
tail left from the knot.

Dried herbs can also be used, but only in the middle of a bundle
of fresh herbs. Dried herbs, even whole stalks, are difficult to
wrap together and tend to break off during the wrapping process.

Start wrapping up the bundle, pressing the stalks together and
smooth any stray pieces down as the wrapping 
progresses. When the thread reaches the top 
of the stalk, go back down, until the thread 
reaches the starting point.

Acquire some sage or blend of herbs  Pick 
the greenest tips from the plant, to avoid 
plant damage. The tips also have more 
fragrant oils than the stalks. 
Clip the stalks about 6-10 inches long.

You Will Need: 
Fresh herbs, string or twine, and a pair of 
scissors 

Tie it around the bundle once or twice, 
then cut it with an inch long tail. 
Tie the two tails together to 
finish the wrap.















"wyld-kraft-ing"



dandelions
chamomile
fiddleheads (must be boiled
carefully prior to eating)
plantain
violets
wild asparagus
purslane
wild onions

https://homeschoolgiveaways.com/2018/04/free-and-easy-dandelion-art-tutorial-for-kids/








https://cwf-fcf.org/en/explore/gardening-for-wildlife/plants/edibles/edible-wild-and-not-so-wild-plants/plantain.html
https://rusticwise.com/broadleaf-plantain-uses/










 
 



Greet ings  in  LOVE Everyone !
 

There  are  thousands of  p lants  in
the w i ld  MOTHERGOD has created
for  humani ty  to  be nour i shed wi th

for  a  hea l thy  body .  
 

They are  ca l led 'Wi ld  Edib les ' .
Wi ld  ed ib les  are  everywhere .  

 
 



 
Every  w i ld  ed ib le  i s

nour i sh ing and has  a
medic ina l  purpose for  a

heal thy  body .  
 

The intent ion i s  to  br ing
you to  the JOY and

attent ion to  these Div ine
p lants .  

 

These  w i ld  ed ib les  grow wi thout
fer t i l i zers  or  pest i c ides .  

They are  NOT genet ica l ly
manipu lated or  modi f ied .  They are

pure  MOTHER NATURE.  
 

They grow abundant ly  for  the
h ighest  good for  humani ty  and a l l

c reat ion .  A g i f t  f rom Gaia .
 
 
 



 
Watercress  (Nastur t ium off i c ina le)  

I s  an ed ib le  water  p lant  that  i s  commonly  found
throughout  the Uni ted States ,  southern Canada ,  Europe

and As ia .  
 

Watercress  has  a sp icy  peppery  f lavor .
A l l  parts  of  the p lant  are  ed ib le .

 
Ident i f i cat ion

Watercress  grows 4  to  10 inches  h igh .
I t  has  smal l ,  wh i te ,  4 -peta l  f lowers  w i th  ye l low s tamens .

The f lowers  grow in  long c lus ters  a long the s tem l ike
many other  mustards .  

I t  f lowers  f rom March to  October .
.  
 

Some wi ld  edib les  you may f ind 
whi le  out  in  Nature :

 
 
 



 
Lamb's  Quarter  (Wi ld  Spinach)

Lamb’s  quarters  i s  one of  the most  common weeds
in  gardens ,  backyards ,  and fa l low f ie lds ,  fo l lowing

human habi tat ion c lose ly .  
L ike  other  opportun i s t i c  p lants ,  i t  thr ives  on the

d is turbed ground humans inev i tab ly  c reate .
 

Leaves  can be cooked l i ke  sp inach .  Used in  s tews ,
sauces  and soups .  Use i t  raw spar ing ly  in  smooth ies

or  sa lads .  
F lower  sp ikes  can be cooked and .  used as  a

subst i tute  for  brocco l i .
Seeds  f rom dr ied f lower  sp ikes  can be used as

cerea l  or  c rushed for  f lour .  Seeds  must  be cooked or
f rozen before  us ing them.

A pou l t i ce  can a l so  be made for  sk in  condi t ions .
 
 



 
Act iv i ty

 
Find out  what  wi ld  edib les  are 

avai lable  in  your  area .
With the he lp of  an adul t ,  
see i f  you can forage some 

wi ld  edib les .
 

Using the internet ,  
f ind a yummy rec ipe you can enjoy !

 
 



Food Scrap
 Farming

NETG  Crystal Schools 



Kitchen Sink Farming
Many vegetables and herbs from the

grocery store will regrow easily in water or
in soil. You can regrow fresh greens on a

window sill indoors, or get a jump start on
your herb and vegetable garden by

regrowing kitchen scraps. 
 
 



carrots
beets
potatoes
lettuce
onions

We will focus on how to grow a vegetable garden from kitchen scraps or
common groceries indoors and outdoors. 

Many scraps such as carrot and beet tops or the base of a head of lettuce,
while they do make good additions to the compost pile , are also excellent for
re-growing with just a little input from us.

I feel you will find this project both fun and fascinating. 

But what can you re-grow from left overs? 

So much!

Here are a few examples: 

Can you think of more? 

Growing with Common Kitchen Scraps
 and Produce from the Grocery Store



leftover scraps
containers
paper towels
knife/scissors
toothpicks
camera
notebook

Quest:
Grow three plants from leftover
kitchen scraps. 

Materials:



When you cut 
the top off a beet,
put it in a shallow tray 
of water. Beet greens 
will start to grow,
 which you can use in
salads. 

Beets



Carrots are also root vegetables like
beets. You can use the same methods.
Carrot top greens taste a bit like parsley.
They are very nutritious, high in
potassium and vitamin K. 

Carrots



If your celery has
a little bit of root
at the bottom,
you can sprout
the leftover celery
base in water.

New stalks will
start growing in
just a few days.
plant the
sprouted celery in
soil for a long
harvest. 

Celery



Regrow lettuce scraps
in water

A head of romaine
 or butter lettuce 
can regrow from
 the base we trim
 off. 

 
 

Just give it some
water and sun
 light, you will
 have more fresh
greens for salads
in a couple of
weeks. 

 
 



Scallions aka Green
Onions

Scallions are some of the
easiest and most rewarding
foods to regrow from
kitchen scraps! Leave about
1″ to 2″ of stem above the
roots, place them in water
or soil. In a month you will
have fresh green onions to
trim off and enjoy! The
green onion shoots will
keep regrowing after
cutting.



Basil (and other herbs)
When you buy fresh basil, pick off most leaves but let a
couple of leaves remain at the top of each stem, and put the
stems in a jar filled with water. Roots will start growing in
just a few days.
Plant these rooted cuttings in soil, now you have new basil
plants! 



Growing From Seeds
Not only can we grow from vegetable scraps
we can often propagate new plants for beauty
as well as for food. 



lemons, limes, and grapefruit
avocado
bean sprouts
chia seeds 
tomato
and many others. Try to think of  another?

tomato

Growing from seed can take a little longer but is
rewarding and super awesome. 

 
Some of the plants you can grow from seeds you
find in your kitchen are







—

—











MOM'S EASY FAVES
Joy Full Recipes

T R U S T  Y O U R  A N G E L  G U I D A N C E
F O R  Q U A N T I T I E S  

Ingredients

PIZZA HUT SALAD IN A CUP
 
 



MOM'S MAC AND CHEESE

INGREDIENTS
R e a d y  m a d e  p a c k  o f  m a c a r o n i
c h e e s e ,  m i l k ,  c h e e s e  p o w d e r ,
m a y o n n a i s e ,  c a n n e d  p e a s ,  g a r l i c
s a l t ,  p e p p e r

"EAT. PRAY. LOVE"

ROLL UPS

INGREDIENTS
C r e a m  c h e e s e ,  J a l e p e ñ o s ,  s a l s a ,  s a l t ,  p e p p e r

This makes a simple appetizer tray.



Ingredients

BREAKFAST COMBO
 

Ingredients

HEAVENLY QUESO DIP
 



Ingredients

VEGETABLE STIR FRY
 

Ingredients

SALMON SALAD

ACTIVITY
 

CHOOSE A RECIPE AND TRY IT FOR YOURSELF


